Tape Measure Body Measuring Tape 60inch (150cm), Lock Pin & Push
Button Retract, Ergonomic Design, Durable Measuring Tapes for
Body Measurement & Weight Loss, Accurate Sewing Tape Measure,
Black+White Review-2021

BODY MEASURING TAPE - Included 2 pieces tape measures that can measure any body part:
arm, thigh, calf, chest, waist, hips, and more. Measures up to 60 inches (150cm) in length. Because
the body measuring tape housing is 2 inch wide, we start at 2 inch (5cm) measure to help simplify
the measuring process.
FLEXIBLE & ACCURATE RETRACTABLE TAPE MEASURE - Push button retraction and pin lock
to get the most accurate and snug readings the pin locks into place and you can retract tape to get
the best measurements. Push-button retraction and locking feature ensure appropriate
measurement and superior accuracy.
DURABLE MATERIAL & EASE TO USE - Soft advanced fiberglass tape, avoid injury or cuts.
Portable and stylish design help you use with ease for measurement. And itâ€™s easy to store
anywhere: dresser, desktop, drawer, gym and more.
CLEAR & EASY TO READ - Our double sided waist measuring tape have large and clear marks in
both inches and centimeters. They are great for tailor, sewing, handcraft, body measurements and
more.
VALUE FOR MONEY - We are confident in our product and therefore guarantee it. If for some
reason you are unhappy with it we will take it back. (Within 1 year from purchase)Durable and Easy
to Read
Made of soft and flexible premium material, the tape measures wonâ€™t stretch or deform, avoid
injury or cuts. Portable and stylish design help you use with ease for measurement. The measuring
range is 60 inches/ 150 cm. Used widely for home and shop.
Accurate Tape Measure
Featuring excellent contrast, our measuring tape is designed to stand out, whether in reading a
measurement or as the sewing tools. The soft and durable material is flexible so that curved
surfaces are just as easy to measure as flat, making it a practical friend.
Using Tips
Because the measuring tape housing is 2 inch wide, wrap it around your body part, insert the
cylinder needle into the hole, then read off the reading without having to add another 2 inch.
LYTOWN Body Measuring Tape 2 PACK
We are so happy to offer you the new body tape measure, which makes your measure simple and
accurate. With this tape measure body you can achieve your body shape while you are during gym
work-out or diet.
New Design to Meet All Your Requirements
1.Both inches and cms in dual side of the measuring tape. 2.Ergonomic handle, lock pin and
retractable features of the tape measure.
Includes
1 x measuring tape for body measurements; 1 x white soft ruler
If you find the the cylinder needle is easy to fall down ,what should you do?
1. Please turn the button side up. 2. Press and hold the button to tighten the ruler after insert the
cylinder needle into the hole. Review 2021, feedback 2021, promo code, discount code 2021, buy,
picture, description, sale, price comparison, cheap, cheapest, value for money.

